
Mobile Apps

Privacy Concerns

Mobile apps collect user
information in new ways that often
are not understood or capable of
being controlled by the average
end user.

The smaller screen size of many
mobile devices can make it harder
for an app to communicate user
information practices to end users.

Apps are increasingly under the
scrutiny of regulators and
advocacy groups, who use
independent researchers to identify
undisclosed user information
collection and sharing.

Mobile app users often allow third
parties access to their personal
information in return for free
access to an app.

Certain mobile apps permit
loading of external applications
either locally or remotely without
the express consent or knowledge
of the user.

App marketplaces often do not
conduct privacy risk assessments,
even though consumers often
assume that all apps sold in these
markets can be considered
trustworthy.

Near real-time communications
provide little time to make legal or
compliance judgments.

Legal Concerns

Cutting edge forms of marketing
and advertising.

The background collection and
sharing of end user information.

The content and mode of
presenting consumer disclosures.

Regulatory or legal developments
affecting use and disclosure of user
information, including the
necessary consent that may be
required.

The structure of the code contained
within the app, and whether it
renders the app more susceptible to
consumer data theft.

because apps are not
browser-based there are no
browser cookies available to allow
third parties to remember end
users across mobile apps in the
way that third parties remember
website users across large portions
of the web. Therefore, in contrast
with the website model, mobile
app information collection is
decentralized and controlled by the
app itself in an isolated
environment

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
investigations and rulemaking (see
FTC Regulation and Enforcement ).

State legislative and enforcement
action (see State Regulation and
Investigations ).

Class action lawsuits (see
Consumer Class Action Suits ).

California Online Privacy
Protection Act (CalOPPA)

California's Privacy Rights for
California Minors in the Digital
World act permits
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Children's Online Privacy and Apps

Personal Information Requires Parental Consent PArental Consent Mechanisms COPPA rule permits e-mail
plus only if the operator:

Parental Right to Review
Personal Information

Confidentiality and Security
Requirements

Data Retention and Deletion . A company that participates
in an approved COPPA safe

harbor program is:

Approved COPPA safe
harbor programs include:

General Compliance Checklist Other Concerns

Failures

Mobile App Information Collection

GEneral info collected

Purpose of collection

Info is shared with third parties to

Tracking Technology

Website Privacy Legacy Best Practices

Truthful advertising. Clear and conspicuous
disclosures

Privacy promises Data security. FTC Guidance FTC Focus PAyment Guidance Making a mobile app's
general privacy policies easy

to understand and readily
available before a user

downloads the app.

Making readily available
from within an app both:

a short privacy statement
highlighting potentially

unexpected practices; and

privacy controls that allow
users to make, review and

change their privacy choices.
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